The diffusion and aggregation of sodium fluorescein in aqueous solutions was investigated adopting density functional theory (DFT) and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. First, DFT calculations in implicit water were used to determine minimum energy structure and atomic charges of the solute, which were then used as input for explicit water MD simulations. The self-diffusion coefficient of sodium fluorescein was calculated using the Einstein equation, computing the mean square displacement from 24 ns trajectories. The calculated diffusion coefficient, 0.42 3 10 À5 cm 2 s À1 , is in good agreement with literature experimental data. The simulations confirmed the tendency of fluorescein to form dimers. In order to achieve a deeper understanding of aggregation phenomena, the dimer geometry was investigated through DFT calculations both in vacuo and in implicit water using different functionals and solvation theories. The results showed that dimerization does not occur in vacuo, as charge repulsion dominates, and that the minimum energy dimer structure is symmetric and stabilized by edge-to-face πÀπ interactions. The interaction energy was computed both at the DFT level and through MD simulations using Umbrella Sampling. The free interaction energy calculated with the WHAM and Umbrella Integration protocol, À1.3 kcal/mol, is in good agreement with experimental data, while the value determined using DFT calculations is significantly smaller and depends largely from the chosen functional and the computational methodology used to determine the soluteÀsolvent boundary surface.
' INTRODUCTION
The importance of fluorescein for chemical analysis is determined by its fluorescence, which makes it useful for many applications as it is easily detectable with UV spectroscopy. Among the several possible applications, it is used in ophthalmology, in order to detect corneal diseases, and as a drugmimetic compound, since it has a molecular weight and a steric hindrance similar to commonly used drugs. These features make sodium fluorescein a good candidate to investigate the release from biomedical devices. 1,2 This is indeed the application of this molecule that sparkled the basis of the present investigation. Indeed, this compound was used in previous works to characterize the release behavior of molecules loaded in hydrogels. 3 In particular, hydrogels made of Agarose (a polysaccharide) and Carbomer (a poly acrylic acid) were deeply investigated, seen their potentiality as drug delivery tools in regenerative medicine. 4,5 A consistent experimental activity was then devoted to measure the diffusion coefficient of fluorescein in such gels and in water. 2,3 One of the most intriguing results was that, counterintuitively, the sodium fluorescein diffusion measured in the gel is larger with respect to that it has in water. Moreover, the solute diffusivity increased with its concentration and the network mesh size. 2 It is from this observation that the present study takes its motivation. While the final aim is to explain at a molecular level the origin of the diffusion enhancement effect through molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, the present work is the first step, aimed at studying the molecular mechanism of diffusion of fluorescein in water as well its tendency to aggregate in dimers, which is known to occur significantly when its concentration reaches a critical level. 6, 7 Because of its importance, fluorescein molecular properties have been largely studied in the scientific literature. It is thus known that fluorescein possesses a complex acidÀbase equilibrium in aqueous solutions and can exist in four different forms: cationic, neutral, anionic, and dianionic. 8 This equilibrium has a strong dependence on pH. Sj€ oback et al. 9 studied fluorescein protolytic equilibria with spectroscopic techniques; they found that at neutral and basic pH anionic and dianionic forms are present, while at acidic pH, the neutral and cationic species are most abundant. Moreover, the acidÀbase equilibrium is coupled with a tautomeric equilibrium, since two different anionic forms and three different neutral forms are possible. Literature offers some examples of computational efforts to compute ionization and tautomerization constants. Kr ol et al. 10 
calculated ionization
The Journal of Physical Chemistry B ARTICLE and tautomerization constants at different levels of theory in implicit water, using the Conductor Polarizable Continuum Model (CPCM). Jang et al. 11, 12 used density functional theory (DFT) at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level to determine the population of neutral and anionic tautomers in vacuo, in implicit water and in implicit DMSO with a PoissonÀBoltzmann continuum solvation approach. Batistela et al. 13 performed similar computations at the B3LYP/3-21+G(d) level of theory in implicit water. Their results, however, are not in full agreement for what concerns the predicted relative amount of the ions. In the present work, the focus is on the properties of the sodium salt of fluorescein. Sodium fluorescein possesses a high solubility in water, equal to 500 mg mL À1 , so that in solution it is fully dissociated in two sodium ions and a fluorescein molecule, which is in equilibrium between the anionic and dianionic state. At a neutral pH, the concentration of the anion is significantly smaller than that of the dianion (between 10 and 15% for a pK a of 6.1À6.3).
The fluorescein self-diffusion coefficient in water has been experimentally measured by several authors. Saltzman et al. 14 determined a self-diffusion coefficient of 0.57 ( 0.07 Â 10 À5 cm 2 s À1 through computer imaging of fluorescence profile, while Radomsky et al. 15 reported a value of 0.51 Â 10 À5 cm 2 s À1 . Soeller et al. 16 using two-photon flash photolysis technique found a value of 0.4 Â 10 À5 cm 2 s À1 . In our recent experimental activity, 3 a sodium fluorescein self-diffusion coefficient of 0.39 ( 0.04 Â 10 À5 cm 2 s À1 was determined through NMR spectra.
Spectroscopic data suggest that dianionic fluorescein is able to form aggregates 17 even at low concentrations. Indeed the UV absorption spectra of fluorescein dianion changes by increasing its concentration because of aggregation phenomena. Starting from spectroscopic data, both Rohatgi and Singhal 18 and L opez Arbeloa 6,19,20 calculated the equilibrium constant for dianionic fluorescein dimerization and determined a Gibbs free energy of aggregation of about À1 kcal mol À1 . The data were taken in similar conditions. Both measurements were performed in water at a pH of 12 and at fluorescein concentrations comprised between 10 À2 and 5.0 Â 10 À1 mol L À1 . The only notable difference is that Lopez Arbeloa performed all of the measurements in 0.01 mol L À1 of KCl, while Rohatgi and Singhal do not clearly define the solution composition. L opez Arbeloa proposed also that trimeric forms 21 can exist at high dianionic fluorescein concentrations (i.e., higher than 0.5 mol L À1 ), and computed a free energy of trimerization of À1.4 kcal/mol from experimental spectroscopic data. 7 Both Rohatgi 22 and L opez Arbeloa 6 proposed possible dimer structures in terms of distances between the monomer centers of mass and angles between its dipole moments on the basis UV absorption spectra analyzed through exciton interaction theory. 22 De et al. 23 characterized dimerization phenomena by means of UV absorption spectra in ethanol and DMSO, finding that protic solvents promote aggregation. The literature is not rich of computational studies of dianionic fluorescein dimers, as the focus of computational investigations was mostly on other xanthene dyes. Das et al. 24 studied fluorescein dimerization in bile salt hydrogels, proposing a geometry obtained through AM1 calculations. Dar e-Doyen et al. 25 analyzed the dimerization in water of two xathene dyes, Rhodamine 6G (R6G) and Pyronine 6G, through molecular dynamics simulations using the AMBER ff94 force field. They were able to find dimer structures and to characterize them in terms of geometry and interaction energy. A similar analysis was carried out by Chuichay et al. 26 The dimerization free energy calculated through thermodynamic integration for the R6G dimer was À7 kcal/mol. The computational analysis was successively extended by the same authors to study the interaction of R6G with DNA. 27 R6G aggregation was confirmed through NMR experimental data by Ilich et al. 28 A similar computational analysis is however not reported in the literature for sodium fluorescein.
As said, the aim of this work is to study the dynamic behavior of sodium fluorescein in solution. In the first part of this study, the analysis is focused on the computation of the self-diffusion coefficient. The second part is aimed at studying aggregation phenomena both through DFT and MD computations.
' METHODS AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The investigation of sodium fluorescein dynamics was performed using different computational approaches. First, the structure of dianionic fluorescein was obtained by means of quantum chemistry adopting DFT calculations, successively diffusion and dimerization phenomena were analyzed using both MD and DFT simulations.
Fluorescein Structure and Force Field. The structure of dianionic fluorescein was determined at the DFT level using the Becke three parameters 29 and LeeÀYangÀParr functionals 30 to calculate exchange and correlation energies. The calculations were performed using the Gaussian 09 31 suite of program. First, the structure was optimized in vacuo at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) 32 level. The so determined geometry was then used as starting point for optimization in water at the same level of theory. Water was modeled as an implicit solvent using the integral equation formalism polarizable continuum model (IEF-PCM) 33 at a temperature of 300 K. Structures and molecular properties so determined were used to build a force field, compatible with the Amber ff03 force field, 34 to be used in the MD simulations of fluorescein. Atomic charges were then determined from electrostatic potentials (ESPs), calculated at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) 35 level of theory in implicit water. The charges were fitted using the RESP 36,37 formalism in two steps. First, a charge of À2 was assigned to dianionic fluorescein. Then, charge equivalence for chemically equivalent atoms was imposed. In order to assign correct atomic charges, it was considered that the molecule has four resonance structures, so that the two negative charges are spread over four O atoms, as shown in Figure 1 .
Finally, atomic types, connectivities, interatomic distances, and angles were collected in a library and assigned on the basis of atomic types defined in the ff03 force field. Structures and libraries of fluorescein are reported as Supporting Information to this paper.
Molecular Dynamics Simulations. Molecular dynamics simulations were performed adopting the ff03 force field and Amber10. 38 Simulations were performed in the NPT ensemble considering 30 molecules of dianionic fluorescein contemporarily that were solvated using about 14 000 explicit TIP3P 39 water The Journal of Physical Chemistry B ARTICLE molecules in a solvent box with an initial edge of 80 Å. A dielectric constant equal to 1 was used for all of the simulations performed in explicit water and the cutoff distance for long-range interaction was set to 15 Å. In order to impose electroneutrality, and to take into account the presence of counterions, 60 Na + ions were added. All simulations were performed with periodic boundary conditions and long-range interactions were computed with the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) method. The computational protocol adopted for MD simulations was the following: first, a 2000-cycle energy minimization was carried out in order to remove bad contacts between the solute and the random-placed solvent molecules. In this step, solute molecules were restrained with a harmonic potential k(Δx) 2 with k set to 500 kcal mol À1 Å À2 . A second 3500-cycle energy minimization was performed for the entire system, removing the previous restraints. Then, the temperature was raised from 0 to 300 K by a simulated annealing of 20 ps at constant volume; a weak harmonic restraint (where k is now equal to 10 kcal mol À1 Å À2 ) was applied on the solute with the purpose of avoiding wild fluctuations. This was followed by a 100 ps run at constant pressure, in order to allow the system relaxation and thus to reach the correct density. Finally, MD simulations of 24 ns were performed at 300 K and atmospheric pressure. Temperature and pressure control was performed through Langevin dynamics with a collision frequency of 1 ps À1 and isotropic position scaling, respectively. The SHAKE 40 algorithm was used for covalent bonds involving hydrogen atoms, allowing to adopt a time step of 2 fs. Molecules coordinates were collected every 4 ps. The diffusion coefficient was computed by means of Einstein equation: 41
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Where D is the diffusion coefficient and the term into brackets is the mean square displacement (MSD) of the molecule, which was averaged over all the 30 solute molecules. The limit operator, where time tends to infinite, indicates that this relation is valid for long time scales, when the diffusion regime has been reached. The attainment of the diffusion regime has been checked by increasing the simulation time up to the point at which the angular coefficient of log(t) vs log(MSD) is equal or close to one. Fluorescein Dimer Structure. The minimum energy structure of the fluorescein dimer was determined using DFT adopting the M06À2X 42,43 density functional, which accounts for dispersion interactions. 43, 44 Computations were performed using the 6-311+G(2d,2p) 45 basis set both in vacuo and in water. Water was modeled as an implicit solvent using the IEF-PCM model at 300 K. The molecular surface representing the soluteÀsolvent boundary was described both using Solvent Accessible Surface (SAS) and the van der Waals (VdW) surfaces. 46 Once the minimum energy geometry had been obtained, it was used to perform single point energy calculations at different levels of theory.
Dimerization Potential of Mean Force. The free energy profiles associated with the formation of sodium fluorescein dimers at pH 7 and 12 were computed employing an Umbrella Sampling (US) strategy. 47À49 The US simulations were performed applying periodic boundary conditions in a box of 50 Â 50 Â 50 Å comprising approximately 4500 TIP3P water molecules. A 10 Å cutoff was employed and long-range electrostatic interactions were computed with the Particle Mesh Ewald approach. Simulations were performed at constant temperature and pressure, kept at 300 K, and 1 bar, respectively, employing Langevin dynamics with a collision frequency of 1 ps À1 and isotropic position scaling. The SHAKE 40 algorithm was applied to restrain the bonds involving hydrogen, thus allowing for an integration step of 2.0 fs. Each production run was extended for 2 ns and was preceded by a 2000 cycles minimization. MD simulations have been performed using the ff03 Amber force field 34 as implemented in the Amber 10 computational suite. 38 Harmonic biasing potentials k(Δx) 2 with a k value of 15 kcal mol À1 Å À2 were applied to enhance the sampling along a collective coordinate representative of the association/dissociation pathway. Such a collective coordinate was straightforwardly defined as the distance between the centers of mass of the fluorescein molecules mutually interacting in the dimer. The collective coordinate was sampled in the 4À11 Å range with an 0.5 Å spacing between adjacent windows. Collective coordinate values were collected at each integration step and postprocessed via WHAM 47, 48 and Umbrella Integration algorithms. 49 Systematic and statistical errors associated with the histogram-based reconstruction of the probability distribution along the collective coordinate were evaluated according to the approach proposed by Kobrak; 50 the bin size was thus designed to maintain the intrinsic methodological error below the 0.1 kcal/mol threshold.
' RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Fluorescein Diffusion Coefficient. The diffusion coefficient was computed through the Einstein equation, using the mean square displacement calculated from all the molecular trajectories The Journal of Physical Chemistry B ARTICLE collected during the simulations determined with respect to the center of mass of each considered molecule. The choice of the number of fluorescein molecules considered and of the simulation volume was instrumental, as it allowed to reproduce, after system equilibration, the sodium fluorescein concentration (0.132 mol L À1 ) that corresponds to an experimental condition in which the diffusion coefficient was recently measured. 3 The plot of log(MSD) vs log(t) calculated as a function of the simulation time is shown in Figure 2 . Analyzing the molecular trajectories, the diffusion regime was reached after 8 ns. Indeed, taking this point as time origin to compute the mean square displacement, the slope of the log(t) vs log(MSD) plot is equal to 1.05 and the corresponding diffusion coefficient, determined through eq 1, is 0.42 Â 10 À5 cm 2 s À1 , which is in good agreement with the experimental value 3 of 0.39 Â 10 À5 cm 2 s À1 .
The analysis of the simulations shows that after 8 ns, independently from the time origin, the values of log plot slope and diffusion coefficient fluctuate with an average value of 0.99 ( 0.04 and 0.42 ( 0.04 3 10 À5 cm 2 s À1 , respectively, as shown in Figure 3 . Fluctuations are due to statistical noise.
Several simulations were performed for comparable time spans to investigate the influence of the cut off value used for the calculation of intermolecular interactions. It was found that the diffusion coefficient has a slight but significant dependence from the cutoff, since it changes from 0.47 Â 10 À5 cm 2 s À1 to 0.53 Â 10 À5 cm 2 s À1 increasing the cut off from 8 to 10 Å, respectively.
The analysis of the trajectories showed that during the simulations dianionic fluorescein spontaneously forms aggregates, which can be attributed to the establishment of electrostatic and van der Waals interactions. In particular, not only the formation of dimers was observed in the simulated time span, but also that of a trimer. The presence of trimeric aggregates has been proposed in the literature on the basis of UV spectroscopical data, 6,7 but it is considered to be negligible at the low concentrations investigated in this work. Indeed, during the simulations only one trimeric aggregate was observed, with a short lifetime of about 800 ps. In order to evaluate whether the presence of dimers may affect the diffusion coefficient, its value was recalculated considering separately in the computation of the MSD the molecules that formed dimers and the others. As no significant deviation was observed, it can be thus concluded that the diffusion coefficient here reported is not affected by the formation of aggregates.
Analysis of the Sodium Fluorescein Dimer:DFT Calculations.
The minimum energy structure of the fluorescein dimer was determined using DFT calculations at the M06À2X/6-311+G-(2d,2p) level. Simulations were performed both in vacuo and in water. It was found that the use of a density functional able to account for dispersion interactions is fundamental, as this contribution is crucial for the formation of an energetically stable dimer. The fluorescein mutual intermolecular interaction can in fact be rationalized in terms of a competition between electrostatic forces, which are repulsive, and an attractive component due to van der Waals forces. In the gas phase electrostatic repulsion dominates, so that no energetically stable dimer structure could be found, independently from the functionals used to compute exchange and correlation energy. In contrast, DFT geometry optimizations performed in water converged to a dimer structure both when using functionals that do not account for dispersion forces, such as the B3LYP functionals, as well as when using functionals in which the dispersion contribution is considered, as is the case for the M06À2X functionals. However, the interaction energies were here found to significantly depend both from the chosen functional, as was expected, and from the methodology adopted to determine the molecular surface representing the soluteÀsolvent boundary. The influence of the type of boundary molecular surface is significant, as it impacts both the structure and the energy of the dimer structure. As specified in the Methods Section, two different approaches were used. The first, defined by the keyword SAS in G09, creates the boundary surface by adding to the radius of each solute atom that of the solvent, whereas in the second, named VDW, the solvent radius is set to 0. The structures of the dimers calculated using the two approaches are shown in Figures 4 and 5 , while their xyz coordinates are reported as Supporting Information. As it can be observed, both structures have a C2 symmetry axis and are characterized by the formation of different πÀπ interactions involving the aromatic rings. The two structures differ significantly for what concerns the distance between the centers of mass, which goes from 6.64 Å for the structure determined using the SAS surface to 6.16 Å for that determined using the VDW surface.
Two different πÀπ interactions are present in the dimer: a partial parallel πÀπ stacking involving the two benzoic rings and two edge-to-face interactions between one benzoic ring and one of the two phenoxy rings. In the first case, the distances between the centers of mass of the two rings are 5.97 Å and 5.66 Å, while in the second they are 4.89 Å and 4.79 Å, for SAS and VDW structures respectively. This indicates that edge-to-face interactions contribute predominantly to aggregation, also considering that the πÀπ stacking is sterically hindered. Moreover, it is interesting to observe that the calculated edge-to-face distance is 51 As mentioned, the interaction energy depends both from the functional used and from the structure. The interaction energies computed at different levels of theory using the structures optimized at the M062X/6-311+G(2d,2p) level using the SAS and VDW soluteÀsolvent surfaces are reported in Table 1 .
The analysis of the computational results shows that the B3LYP functional, which does not include the contribution of dispersion, predicts that the interaction is non binding. Also, the M05 density functional is not able to predict a dimer structure for calculations performed with the SAS structure. However, it must be pointed out that it is probably not the best choice for such system, since M05 performs better with structures involving transition metals. 52 All of the remaining density functionals predict that both dimer structures are energetically stable. According to literature computational benchmarks for structures characterized by πÀπ stacking, 42 the most reliable functionals should be the M062X and M06HF density functionals. Also, Suresh et al. 53 found that the MPWB1K 54 density functional should be suitable to study systems involving πÀπ stacking. It is thus interesting to observe that the interaction energies computed with these three functionals are in good agreement. Also, it is interesting to observe that both the SAS and VDW interaction energies calculated with the BLYP functional corrected for long-range interactions 55 are in reasonable agreement with the predictions of the more sophisticated functionals, while the B97D seems to largely overestimate the VDW interaction energy. What strikes most however is the large difference between the interaction energies computed using the SAS and VDW solventÀsolute surfaces. In judging the interaction energies reported in Table 1 , it should be considered that the experimental estimate of the interaction free energy of the fluorescein dimer is about À1 kcal/mol, thus significantly higher than the interaction energies computed using the VDW surface. Even if the interaction energies computed using the IEF-PCM solvation model are not rigorously free energies, as they do not include a gas phase entropic contribution due to vibration, rotation, and translation, at 300 K this is not likely to count for more than 2 kcal/mol, which indicates that the VDW interaction energies are significantly larger than the experimental value. The decrease of interaction energies going from SAS to VDW surfaces is probably related to the balance between a binding component determined by dispersion interactions and a repulsive The Journal of Physical Chemistry B ARTICLE component determined by the double negative charge of the anions, which gets screened when the soluteÀsolvent distance decreases, as is the case for the VDW surface with respect to the SAS surface. Although at a first sight, it might be easy to conclude that the SAS methodology performs better than VDW for the system under investigation, it must however be considered that minimum energy structures such as those shown in Figures 4 and 5 are rarely reached in solution, due to thermal oscillations and interactions with the solvent. A similar effect of overestimation of interaction energy computed using ab initio methods with respect to that determined experimentally was recently observed by us when studying guanidiniocarbonylpyrrole hostÀguest complexes. 56 In that case, MD computations were found to better perform in the calculation of the free interaction energy of the complexes, as they take into account more properly the intramolecular dynamics. To test whether a similar situation occurs also for fluorescein dimers MD was here used to determine free interaction energies for these molecules. The result of the simulations is described in the next section.
MD Analysis of the Sodium Fluorescein Dimer. The free energy of interaction of the fluorescein dimer was calculated using umbrella sampling, postprocessing the MD trajectories using two different approaches, WHAM and Umbrella Integration, implemented as described by Salvalaglio et al. 57 The collective coordinate adopted in the umbrella sampling simulations was defined as the distance between the centers of mass of each molecule. The potential of mean force so calculated is reported in Figure 6 .
The interaction energy was calculated both at pH 7 and 12, since though our main interest is toward the interaction energy in proximity of physiological conditions, the experimental value of the interaction energy was measured at a pH of 12. 6,18 Interestingly, it was found that the pH does not influence significantly the free interaction energy of the dimer, while it has an impact on the minimum energy distance value. It was thus found that at a pH of 7 the interaction energy is À1.33 kcal mol À1 and the profile minimum is at 5.89 Å, while at a pH of 12 the interaction energy rises slightly up to À1.22 kcal mol À1 , while the minimum is located at 5.5 Å. It is interesting to observe that the computed interaction energy is in good agreement with the experimental value of À1 kcal mol À1 . 6, 18 To deepen the understanding of the system dynamics, the time evolution of the distances between the centers of mass of the molecules and of the rings involved in πÀπ interactions was investigated. In order to study the properties of an unbiased system, the trajectories used in this analysis were not taken from the umbrella sampling simulations, but from the simulations used to compute the diffusion coefficient. As mentioned above, the analysis of the trajectories of this simulation had in fact evidenced that several dimers spontaneously form and decompose in the time span of the MD simulations. The onset of formation and decomposition of the complexes can be easily detected monitoring the time evolution of the distance between the centers of mass of the involved molecules. A typical output of this analysis is shown in Figure 7 . As it can be observed, the formation of the aggregate takes place about 4 ns after the beginning of the simulation, after which the center of mass distance remains fixed for a time interval of about 10 ns, and it is followed by the decomposition of the complex. In particular, 7 aggregates are formed in the 24 ns of the simulation, thus involving about 50% of the fluorescein molecules considered in the simulations. The average lifetime of the aggregates, shown in Figure 8 , is about 5 ns, while the average distance between the centers of mass is 6.07 Å, which is in good agreement with the PMF minimum calculated at a pH of 7 and with the 6.16 Å value calculated using The Journal of Physical Chemistry B ARTICLE DFT and the VDW surface, while the distance calculated using the SAS surface, 6.64 Å, is significantly larger. The same procedure can be used to investigate the evolution of other geometrical parameters of interest. In order to further characterize the dimer structure, the distances between the benzoic ring and that between the centers of mass of the rings involved in the πÀπ edge to face interaction were monitored. The calculated parameters are reported in Figures 9 and 10 .
According to the MD simulation results, the mean distance between the benzoic rings is 5.67 Å, which is in reasonable agreement with the 5.66 Å determined using density functional theory and the VDW surface. Also in this case, the SAS DFT value, 5.97 Å, is larger than that calculated for the MD simulations. A significant difference between MD and DFT values can be observed for what concerns the rings involved in the edge to face πÀπ interactions. Since the MD structures are not symmetric, the two edge to face πÀπ bonds were considered as distinct and their mean distance was thus calculated separately. The average mean distances so determined are 6.17 Å and 5.92 Å, thus significantly larger than the 4.89 Å and 4.79 Å determined using the SAS and VDW surfaces, respectively. These results clearly indicate that the symmetric minimum energy structure calculated using DFT is rarely reached during the MD simulations and that the dimer complexes oscillate between several possible structures, some of which are shown in Figure 11 , all characterized by the establishment of van der Waals interactions and by the minimization of electrostatic repulsion between the negatively charged atoms. A structure of the trimer, which is formed for the very short timespan of 800 ps, is reported in Figure 12 . Although the ff03 force field is probably unsuited to describe properly edge to face πÀπ interactions, it can however The Journal of Physical Chemistry B ARTICLE be observed that it is able to predict a free interaction energy that is in good agreement with experimental data. It is here difficult to discriminate whether the dimer structure formed in solution by fluorescein is best described by the DFT model or by the highly mobile model predicted by MD simulations. The most reasonable conclusion is that both models represent a characteristic feature of this bond: energetic stability given by edge to face πÀπ interactions and high mobility, and thus entropy, determined by the feeble interaction energy.
' CONCLUSIONS
The subject of this work is the study of the dynamic behavior of sodium fluorescein in water through molecular dynamics and density functional theory calculations. The results of the MD simulations indicate that the ff03 force field, together with the fluorescein library developed in this work and reported as Supporting Information, can give an accurate description both of the diffusion of the fluorescein dianion in water and of its tendency to aggregate to form dimers. The calculated diffusion coefficient, 0.42 Â 10 À5 cm 2 s À1 , is in fact in good agreement with the experimental values. It can thus be concluded that the methodology here developed can be extended to the study of fluorescein diffusion in gels.
The analysis of the MD trajectories revealed that in the concentration range at which fluorescein is usually loaded in gels there is a spontaneous and significant dimerization. In order to achieve a better understanding of this aspect, DFT simulations were performed to determine the minimum energy dimer structure and interaction energy. It was found that fluorescein aggregates in water in a symmetric structure that is stabilized by πÀπ edge-to-face interactions. The dimer interaction energy was computed both through DFT and MD calculations. While the DFT calculations seem to significantly overestimate the interaction energy, a good agreement with experimental data was obtained from MD simulations, thus indicating that an approach able to account for the system dynamics is necessary when determining the interaction energy of this loosely bound complex. The calculated MD dimerization free energy is À1.3 kcal mol À1 , in good agreement with the experimental estimate of À1 kcal mol À1 . 
